Abstract. The session problem is an abstraction of fundamental synchronization problems in distributed systems. It has previously been used as a test case to demonstrate the differences in the time needed to solve problems in several timing models.
Introduction.
Early work in distributed computing usually assumed one of two extreme timing models: the completely synchronous model, in which processes operate in lockstep rounds of computation and a message sent in a round is delivered in the next round, or the completely asynchronous model, in which there are no bounds on process step time or message delay. However, in most distributed systems, processes operate neither in lockstep nor at completely independent rates. Furthermore, the asynchrony assumption makes it very difficult to design and verify distributed algorithms, whereas the perfect synchrony assumption is very expensive, if not impossible, to implement in real distributed systems.
Based on these observations, researchers (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 17] ) began to investigate the impact on distributed computing if those timing assumptions are relaxed or tightened to some extent in order to reflect more realistic situations. The new timing models that are obtained by relaxing or tightening the two extreme timing assumptions are called partially synchronous models.
The goal of this paper is to compare the computational power of a family of partially synchronous models by studying the time needed to solve a distributed computing problem called the session problem.
factor is essentially the cost of communication, where a is the maximum number of distinct processes that are ever allowed to access any given shared variable. Thus, one interprocess communication per session is needed in the asynchronous SM model. Attiya and Mavronicolas [5] show a similar result for an asynchronous MP system in which there is a maximum message delay d 2 but the minimum message delay d 1 is zero. Their results show that the asynchronous MP model requires (s − 1) · d 2 time to solve the (s, n)-session problem (at least one message delay per session).
The session problem has been studied in a semisynchronous model as well, in which there are known minimum and maximum step times and there is a (not necessarily known) maximum message delay. The upper bound in the MP model shown by Attiya and Mavronicolas [5] is (s − 1) · min{ c2 2c1 c 2 , d 2 }. A nearly matching lower bound (within a factor of 2 of the upper bound) also appears in [5] . These results imply that the efficiency of the semisynchronous SM model lies between those of the synchronous and asynchronous models.
In a periodic model where processes run at a fixed unknown periodic rate, nearly matching lower and upper bounds shown by [18, 19] indicate that at least one communication is required to solve the session problem. These bounds also indicate the inherent cost of synchronizing periodically running processes and the existence of time complexity gaps among the synchronous, periodic, and asynchronous timing models.
Our results.
Our complexity results are organized around "ways to count" s sessions in a computation. The intuition is that processes must have some way to count the passage of the other processes' steps in order to "know" when a session has occurred.
Note that s · c 2 is an obvious lower bound for all models because each process has to take at least s steps to solve the (s, n)-session problem and each step takes up to c 2 time [3] . We omit from the discussion the obvious lower bound s · c 2 .
Shared memory results.
In order for our results to be comparable to prior work, we study SM systems with a constant parameter a, which is the maximum number of distinct processes that are ever allowed to access any given shared variable. When a is smaller than the total number of processes in the system, it is not possible for all processes to exchange information in a single step. Instead, information must be propagated from process to process. Thus, as a gets smaller, the amount of propagation required increases. The motivation for this restriction on communication comes from the fact that in a distributed SM system, some part of memory is local to a process and can be accessed quickly, while the rest is remote and requires more time for accesses. Table 1 .1 summarizes our results on the time complexity of solving the (s, n)-session problem in SM models.
Our results indicate that if either the minimum or maximum step time (or both) is unknown, then the running time for the (s, n)-session problem is (s−1)·c 2 ·Θ(log n), i.e., roughly one communication cost (c 2 · Θ(log n)) is required for each session. On the other hand, if both step times are known, then the running time is (s − 1) · c 2 · min{ c2 2c1 , Θ(log n)}. In this model, processes can use timing information about relative step times to count locally in order to determine when enough sessions have elapsed. We call this counting technique the step time (ST) method. It was first proposed in [5] for the semisynchronous MP model. However, if the gap between the minimum and maximum step times is sufficiently large, then it is more cost-effective to use explicit communication. We call this counting technique the explicit communication (EC) method. It was first proposed in [3] for the asynchronous SM model. , Θ(log n)} These results are analogous to those of [3] : intuitively, if either bound is unknown, then the system can be considered somewhat "asynchronous"; otherwise the system behaves "more synchronously." As we discussed in the introduction, the asynchronous lower bound of [3] does not automatically imply any of the lower bounds in the unknown bound models; however, it is the case that the proof in [3] also works in the case where both bounds are unknown. Mavronicolas [16] independently and concurrently also developed the same bounds for the model where both minimum and maximum step times are known.
Message passing results.
In the MP case, we discovered a pattern of upper bounds consisting of eight different groups of models. As in the SM case, the pattern is based on different counting methods. However, there are three additional counting methods available in message passing, so the relationships are more involved.
In the following, we specify each model by a tuple (c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , d 2 ). Each entry in a tuple is a real value if that parameter is known, and "?" if it is unknown. For example, we denote the model in which only the maximum step time is known by (?, c 2 , ?, ?).
In addition to the two counting methods available in the SM model (EC and ST), three other counting methods are used in the MP model: (1) The message delay (MD) method uses the known difference between the minimum and maximum message delays; (2) combination method 1 (CB1) uses the known minimum step time in combination with the difference between the minimum and maximum message delays; and (3) combination method 2 (CB2) uses the known maximum message delay in combination with the known minimum step time. Table 1 .2 shows the approximate per-session cost for each counting method that is applicable when specific timing information about the system is available. The upper bound on the time complexity for a particular timing model is the minimum, over all applicable counting methods, of the time complexity of the counting methods.
These counting methods divide the models into eight groups, as shown in Table  1 .3. Figure 1 .1 shows a lattice of timing models based on the counting methods that a model can use. In the figure, an arrow from one group to another means that the time required to compute a session in the models comprising the source group is asymptotically equal to or larger than the time required to compute a session in the models comprising the target group. For instance, the arrow from G1 to G2 indicates that computing a session in G1 takes at least as much time as doing so in G2.
The results for group G4, when step time bounds are known, were previously shown by Attiya and Mavronicolas [5] . All the remaining results are new; as mentioned before, the asynchronous results in [5] do not automatically imply the same results in the unknown bound cases, although the proof techniques are similar.
We show that the upper bounds on the time complexity for the timing models are asymptotically optimal. Some of our lower bounds require certain relationships to Step times (ST) As in the case of the SM models, the general trend of these bounds is that if a smaller number of the parameters in a model are known, the model behaves more like "asynchronous," and otherwise, more like "synchronous."
As the time complexity gaps (i.e., the difference between the upper bound in a model and the lower bound in another model) among the models sometimes overlap, it is rather difficult to analyze the relative strength qualitatively without making assumptions on parameters. However, when specific values for each known parameters are given, the actual bounds can be used to analyze the relative strength of the models quantitatively.
As process step times become more synchronous (i.e., c 1 c 2 ) and message delays become erratic (i.e., c
, the general trend of the bounds is that {G1, G2, G5} > {G3, G4} > {G6, G7, G8} > S, where S is the synchronous model and ">" denotes that it takes more time to solve the session problem. As message delays become more synchronous and smaller (i.e., d 1 d 2 and d 2 ≥ c 2 2 /2c 1 ) and process step times become more erratic (i.e., c 1 c 2 ), the trend is that {G1, G6} > {G2, G5, G3, G4, G7, G8} > S. These trends suggest that when process step times are fairly "synchronous," the ST method can be more cost-effective than MD, CB2, and CB1, while when process step times are more "asynchronous" than message delays, the opposite is true.
Proof techniques.
We unify the lower bound proof techniques of [3] in the SM model and [5] in the MP model into one "modular" lower bound proof. Our technique is unique in that, instead of obtaining a lower bound for each model independently, we develop one sufficient condition for any given lower bound to hold in any given timing model. This sufficient condition consists of a set of algebraic relations involving (1) the timing parameters of the given model; (2) the given lower bound; and (3) some input parameters that need to be provided to prove the lower bound. Testing whether a lower bound holds in a timing model is a simple algebraic exercise of finding those input parameters that satisfy the relations.
The upper bounds are also obtained in a modular way. We first find algorithms (i.e., ways to count sessions) that work correctly when a certain set of timing parameters is known. Since several algorithms can be applicable to a model, we provide a scheme to combine these algorithms without increasing the time complexity of any of its applicable algorithms. The resulting upper bound of a model is simply the minimum of the time complexity of all the algorithms applicable to the model.
1.5.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the definition of the system model. Section 3 contains our modular lower bound result for the time complexity of the session problem. Our algorithmic counting methods are presented in section 4. Section 5 draws together the results for shared memory and section 6 does the same for message passing. We conclude in section 7.
Definitions.

Systems.
The system model definition is similar to that defined in [3] . There are finite sets P of processes and V of shared variables. A process has a set of internal states, including an initial state. Each shared variable has a set of values that it can contain, including an initial value. A global state is a tuple of internal states of each process, and values of each shared variable. The initial global state contains the initial state for each process and the initial value for each shared variable.
A process can both read and write a shared variable in a single atomic step (i.e., the variable supports read-modify-write operations); we do not assume any upper bound on the size of the variables. A step π consists of simultaneous changes to the state of some process p and the value of some set of variables x 1 , . . . , x k (for some integer k), where p is allowed to access x i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, depending on the current state of that process and current values of the variables. More formally, we represent the step π with a tuple ((q, p, r),
, where q and r are old and new states of a process p ∈ P , and u i and v i are old and new values of a shared variable x i ∈ V . We define proc(π) = p and var(π) = {x 1 , . . . , x k }. We say that step π is applicable to a global state if p is in state q and x i has value u i for all i in the global state.
An algorithm consists of P , V , and set Σ of possible steps. For all processes p ∈ P and all global states g, there must exist some step in Σ involving process p that is applicable to global state g. This condition ensures that p never blocks. A computation of a system is a sequence of steps π 1 , π 2 , . . . such that (1) π 1 is applicable to the initial global state; (2) each subsequent step is applicable to the global state resulting from the previous step; and (3) if the sequence is infinite, then every process takes an infinite number of steps. That is, there is no process failure.
A timed computation (α, T ) of a system is a computation α = π 1 , π 2 , . . . together with a mapping T from positive integers to nonnegative real numbers that associates a real time with each step in the computation. T must be nondecreasing and, if the computation is infinite, increase without bound. This way of modeling processes assumes that the time taken for local computation at a step is negligible.
2.1.1. SM model. We specialize the general system into the SM system in which processes communicate with each other by means of shared variables. Each step π involves only one shared variable. Associated with each variable is a set of at most a processes that are allowed to access that variable.
MP model.
We specialize the general system into the MP system, in which processes communicate with each other by exchanging messages. P consists of the regular processes, denoted by the set R, plus a distinguished process N , called the network. The network schedules the delivery of messages sent among the regular processes. V , the set of shared variables, equals {net} ∪ {buf p : p ∈ R}, where the values taken on by each variable are sets of messages. The variable net models the state of the network, i.e., the set of messages in transit. The variable buf p holds the set of messages that have been delivered to p by the network but not yet received by p.
A step of a process p in R consists of p receiving the set M of messages in its buffer buf p and based solely on those messages and its current state, changing its local state and sending out some message m to all the regular processes. More formally, the result of the step is to set buf p to empty (i.e., receive messages), to add (m, q) to net for all q in R (i.e., send a message), and to change state. So, the step involves two shared variables, buf p and net. A step of N is to deliver some message of the form (m, q) in net to q. More formally, the result of the step is to remove (m, q) from net and add m to buf q . We call this step the delivery step of m. Accordingly, the step also involves two shared variables, net and buf q . We define msg(σ) to be the message that is involved in a step σ of a process in P .
This definition of the MP model is an abstract model of a reliable strongly connected network with any topology (i.e., for every pair of processes, there exists a communication path between the two processes).
In a timed computation, each message has a delay, defined to be the difference between the time of the step that adds it to net and the time of the step that removes it from net. If the message is never removed, then it has infinite delay. The delay only counts the time in transit in the network and does not include the time that the recipient takes to receive the message. Note that after a message is delivered to a destination process p, p has to take at least one step to receive the message. That is, the time elapsed between the delivery step of a message m and the step of the destination process which finally removes m from the buffer is not counted toward the message delay. We define the four SM models of interest as follows:
We now consider MP models. Let v, w, x, and y be four positive real numbers with v ≤ w and x ≤ y. M (v, w, x, y), called a submodel, is the set of all timed computations in which all step times are within [v, w] and all message delays are within [x, y] .
The 16 MP models are defined analogously to the four SM models. For example,
We number the models 0 through 15 using the binary representation, assuming a parameter that equals ? is replaced with 0 and otherwise with 1. For instance,
We say that a timed computation α is admissible for a submodel M if α is in M , and is admissible for a model M if α is admissible for some M in M.
2.3.
The (s, n)-session problem. We now state the conditions that must be satisfied for a system to solve the (s, n)-session problem.
There is a distinguished set Y of n shared variables called ports; Y is a subset of V in SM models; and Y is the set of buf variables in MP models. There is a unique process in P (in R in MP models) corresponding to each port, which is called a port process, and no two port processes can be assigned to the same port. A port step is any step involving a port and its corresponding port process. A port can be accessed by processes in addition to its corresponding port process, but such a step is not a port step. There may be some processes which are not port processes; i.e., it is possible for |P | to be larger than n. 1 Each port process in P must have a subset of special states, called idle states. The set Σ of steps of the system must guarantee that once a process is in an idle state, it always remains in an idle state, and after a process enters an idle state, it does not access a port.
A session is a minimal sequence of steps containing at least one port step for each port in Y . A computation performs s sessions if it can be partitioned into s segments, each of which is one session. Every infinite admissible timed computation must perform at least s sessions and eventually all port processes must be in idle states.
Time complexity.
We give the definitions for the SM models. The time complexity definitions for MP models are analogous to those for SM models.
An algorithm A in a submodel M (x, y) has running time t if t is the maximal time, over all admissible computations of A for M (x, y), until all port processes become idle.
Let f be a function from 
Modular lower bound.
In this section, we give a modular lower bound proof that holds for all the timing models, both SM and MP. Our lower bound proof is motivated by the proofs in [3] and [5] . Our technique is unique in that, instead of obtaining a lower bound for each model independently, we develop a sufficient condition for a lower bound to hold in any given timing model. This sufficient condition consists of a set of algebraic relations on (1) the timing parameters of the given model; (2) the given lower bound; and (3) some other input parameters (shown below). Thus, testing whether a lower bound holds in a timing model is a simple algebraic exercise of finding those input parameters that satisfy the relations. The theorem below proves the sufficient condition; in its statement, c, c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , d 2 , and B are the input parameters, and SC1 to SC3 and MC1 to MC5 are the algebraic relations. In the proof of the theorem, we present some intuitive ideas behind the theorem and then formalize the ideas. 
Then a lower bound on the time complexity of the
(s, n)-session problem for M is (s − 1) · f (c 1 , c 2 ) if M is an SM model, and (s − 1) · f (c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , d 2 ) if M is an MP model.
Proof of Theorem 3.1.
Informal description. By way of contradiction we assume that there exists such an algorithm A that solves the (s, n)-session problem in model M within less time than the stated lower bound. We prove that there exists an infinite timed computation of A that is admissible for M yet contains fewer than s sessions, contradicting the assumed correctness of A.
More specifically, we first fix a submodel M of M and pick an infinite timed computation (α, T ) of A that is admissible for M . Then we retime and reorder some steps in α to obtain a new infinite timed computation (α , T ) that has only s − 1 sessions, yet is admissible for some submodel M of M . (M and M are not necessarily the same.)
Real numbers c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , and d 2 are the minimum and maximum step times and message delays of submodel M , respectively, for which (α, T ) is admissible. Real numbers The conditions in the theorem statement are used to prove that M and M really are submodels of M . Below we provide some intuition for these conditions. 1. B is roughly the time for a process to "recognize" one session in a computation. The first clause in conditions SC1 and MC1 states that B does not take more than the lower bound on the maximum communication delay in the SM and MP models. 2. Conditions SC1 and MC1 ensure that minimum and maximum step times and message delays (c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , and d 2 ) in submodel M satisfy the property that the minimum is not larger than the maximum. 3. Conditions SC2 and MC2 ensure that, if the minimum step time (c 1 ) is known in M , then in M it is equal to that of M , and in M it is at least as large as that of M . 4. Conditions SC3 and MC3 ensure that, if the maximum step time (c 2 ) is known in M , then in M it is equal to that of M , and in M it is not larger than that of M . 5. Condition MC4 ensures that, if the minimum message delay (d 1 ) is known in M , then in M it is equal to that of M , and in M it is at least as large as that of M .
6. Condition MC5 ensures that, if the maximum step time (d 2 ) is known in M , then in M it is equal to that of M , and in M it is not larger than that of M . Since B is roughly the upper bound on the time to have one session, the time complexity lower bound to solve the (s, n)-session problem cannot be less than (s − 1) times the maximum B, which is determined by the timing parameters of M .
We now need to prove that satisfying the above conditions is sufficient to prove the time complexity lower bound for solving the (s, n)-session problem. This involves several procedures.
1. We prove that (α, T ) is admissible for M , and M is a submodel of M . In (α, T ), processes enter an idle state before B · (s − 1). 2. We then reorder steps in α to obtain α without violating the causal dependency among process steps. The causal dependency among two process steps happens, for example, because one step receives a message sent by the other step. Thus, for example, α should not order the receive step before the send step. This procedure involves several other steps.
(a) We first break α into two segments. The first segment, β, is up to the last step taken by any process before all processes enter the idle state. The second segment, γ, is the rest of α. It is clear that β should contain s sessions because α is a computation of A that solves the (s, n)-session problem. (b) We then break β into s−1 equal nonoverlapping segments of time period B. We reorder the process steps only within each segment without violating their causal dependency so that each segment by itself does not contain one session. Since each segment contains less than one session, the reordered sequence β does not contain more than s − 1 sessions. Since each segment does not violate the causal dependency, all the port processes will be in the same state as they are in the corresponding segment in β. Thus, in the end of β , all the port processes are in the same state as in β, and α = β γ is an admissible computation for M because α = βγ is. 3. Reordering steps perturbs the timings of process steps. We show a timing mapping T for β whose minimum and maximum step times are c/2 and B c c 2 , and whose minimum and maximum message delays are (
The conditions in the theorem are used to show that these retimed parameters are within the constraints of a submodel M of M . 4. Since there is a timed computation (α , T ) that is admissible for a submodel of M which contains less than s − 1 sessions, this is a contradiction.
Formal description. We now formalize these ideas. Let M be the submodel of M that has minimum and maximum step times and message delays equal to Case 2. For the rest of the proof, assume that B > c 2 . For convenience of presentation, we assume that B is divisible by c 2 .
2
We will reorder and retime (i.e., assign new times to) steps in β to obtain (β , T ). To ensure that the retimed computation leads to the same global state, this retiming should not violate the dependencies among process steps. Informally, a dependency arises between two steps if they are steps of the same process; if one step reads a variable previously accessed by the other; or if one step is the receipt of a message sent by the other. A more precise definition of dependency is given below.
We construct a partial order ≤ β on the steps in β, representing dependency. Let σ ≤ β τ for every pair of steps σ and τ in β, and say that τ depends on σ if Informally speaking, we will reorder steps in each segment β k without violating the dependencies as follows. We first pick one port variable for each segment in such a way that the same port variable is not picked for two consecutive segments. Let y i be the port variable picked for segment β i . Then we reorder the steps of each segment, resulting in two "subsegments" such that the first subsegment does not contain any port event accessing y i and the second subsegment does not contain any port event accessing y i+1 . The reordered sequence will contain only s − 1 sessions. However, for the reordered computation to end in the same state as β, this reordering should not violate relation ≤ β within each segment (relation ≤ β is not violated across segments by the reordering because steps are not reordered out of their own segments). Thus, we must choose the port y k for each segment β k such that the first step in β k to access y k−1 does not depend on the last step in β k to access y k . The following claim shows that this can be done. If M is an SM model, part of the proof of Theorem 2 of [3] 3 proves that there exists such y k if each process takes fewer than log a n steps in a segment. Because in β k each process takes fewer than log a n steps (cf. SC1), there exists such y k in β k . Claim 3.2 allows us to use the y k 's to reorder β to obtain a new sequence with less than s sessions (shown in Claim 3.4). However, the steps in the sequence are not mapped to time. Thus, we need a scheme to assign new times to the reordered steps so that the new timed computation does not violate the timing constraints of M . This is the major difference between our lower bound proof for unknown parameter models and that in [3] for the asynchronous model; in the latter no timing scheme is necessary because the asynchronous model imposes no timing constraints.
In the following, we define a retiming scheme that also encompasses the reordering scheme presented above.
Let us first assign a new mapping T to every step π in βγ, including all the steps of the network
. That is, every process (except N ) takes a step at every time that is a multiple of c. Since in an MP model, the delivery steps of N are retimed along with other steps, the message delay is now changed from
Note that the assignment of T does not change the relative ordering of the steps in β because it changes every step time by the same proportion (namely, c c 2 ). We now reorder and assign new times (the mapping T ) to every step in (β k , T ). Intuitively, in order to obtain a timed computation as in Figure 3 .1, σ k and every step that σ k depends on have to move earlier in time into the first half of (β k , T ), and τ k and every step that depends on τ k have to move later in time into the second half of (β k , T ). As a result, σ k will occur before τ k .
Let
1. (Earlier retiming.) Let π be any step in β k by a process in P that σ k depends on (in an MP model, this means proc(π) = proc(σ k )). Retime π such that
. The step is moved backward halfway to the beginning of β k . 2. (Later retiming.) Let σ be any step in β k by a process in P that depends on
. The step is moved forward approximately halfway to the end of β k . 3. (Stationary retiming.) All other steps in β k and all steps in γ are assigned the same times as in T . For all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, let β k be the result of reordering and retiming steps in β k according to T , and let
If M is an MP model, let β be the result of changing the states of the network in β so that in each step of the network, the state of the network is consistent with all the send steps of regular processes and all the deliver steps of the network in β that have happened so far ("consistent" means that a delivery step of a message happens after its send step). If M is an SM model, let β = β .
In summary, (β, T ) is now transformed to (β , T ) using (β , T ) as an intermediate computation. To show the theorem, it suffices to show that (1) β is a computation leading to the same global state as β (Claim 3.3); (2) β contains less than s sessions (Claim 3.4); and (3) (β γ, T ) is admissible for M (Claim 3.5).
Claim 3.3. β is a computation that leaves the system in the same global state as β does.
Proof. We first prove that ≤ β holds in β . For any k, 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, pick any two steps π and π in β k such that π ≤ β π . Thus T (π) ≤ T (π ) (recall that T is the original timing). We only need to prove that T (π) ≤ T (π ) because π occurs earlier than π in T .
Each of π and π was retimed by one of the earlier, later, or stationary retiming methods. Clearly the desired ordering is preserved (1) when π stays the same and π either stays the same or moves later in time; or (2) when π stays the same and π either stays the same or moves earlier in time; or (3) when π and π both move in the same direction. The other cases cannot occur, since if π moves later in time, then so does π , and if π moves earlier in time, then so does π.
Since β does not violate ≤ β in both SM and MP models, and all the states of net in β are consistent with the steps of β by the definition of β in MP, it follows that β is a computation resulting in the same global state as β. 
The distance between the two steps is minimized when both steps are retimed by the same retiming method because it is not possible that π i is retimed by the later retiming while π i+1 is retimed by the earlier retiming. If both π i and π i+1 are retimed by the same retiming method (either later or earlier retiming),
None of the retiming methods retimes a step outside its original segment: If a step is in segment β k , after the retiming, it is still in segment β k . Thus, neither π i nor π i+1 is retimed outside the segment. Since the maximum time elapsed between π i and π i+1 in β k is B, and in T , all times are shrunk in proportion to c c 2 , the distance between the two steps can never be larger than
For the timing of steps in different segments, let π j and π j+1 be the consecutive steps of a process, each of which is in a different segment, say, β k and β k+1 , respectively. Then T (π j ) = t k and T (π j+1 ) = t k + c (this is because B is divisible by c 2 ). Since the two steps are in different segments, the distance between the two steps is minimized when π j is retimed by the later retiming while π j+1 is retimed by the earlier retiming. However, neither of these retimings results in a change, i.e., T (π j ) = T (π j ) and T (π j+1 ) = T (π j+1 ). Therefore, T (π i+1 ) − T (π i ) = c. Since the two steps are in different segments, the distance between the two steps is maximized when π j is retimed by the earlier retiming while π j+1 is retimed by the later retiming. In this case, π j moves to (t k−1 + t k − c)/2 and π j+1 moves to (t k + t k+1 − c)/2. Therefore, the distance between the two steps cannot be larger than B c c 2
. We first check the minimum step time.
• If c 1 is unknown, then there exists a positive constant (namely c/2) which is the minimum step time in (β , T ).
• If c 1 is known, by condition SC2 (or MC2), the minimum step (c/2) in (β , T ) is bigger than or equal to the minimum step time of M . • If c 2 is known, the minimum step (c/2) is less than or equal to c 2 because (1) by SC3 (MC3), c 2 = c 2 and B c c2 ≤ c 2 ; and (2) by the assumption for Case 2 of the main proof, B > c 2 . Now we check the maximum step time.
• If c 2 is unknown, then there exists a positive constant (namely B c c 2
) which is the maximum step time in (β , T ).
• If c 2 is known, the maximum step time (B Constraints on message delay. The steps that move the farthest due to the earlier retiming from T to T are those at the end of each segment because they do not move outside their segments. Let π last be the step at the end of β k . T (π last ) = t k −c. By the earlier retiming,
The steps that move the farthest due to the later retiming from T to T are those at the start of each segment because they do not move outside their segments. Let π start be the step at the start of β k . T (π start ) = t k−1 . By the later retiming,
Because both π r and π s can move
We first check the minimum message delay.
• If d 1 is unknown, then there exists a positive constant that is the minimum message delay in (β , T ) because 
Algorithmic counting methods.
We develop five methods to count the number of sessions during a computation (cf. Table 4.1). These methods differ in the ways they use the known timing information of a model to count sessions. An (s, n)-session algorithm can be obtained for a model simply by combining all the applicable methods to the model without increasing the asymptotic time complexity of any of those methods. This can be done by running each method "side by side," halting when the first of them finishes [5] . Since there is only a constant number of methods running at the same time, the combination does not affect the asymptotic time complexity of the algorithm. The resulting upper bound on the time needed to solve the session problem in a model is the minimum of the time complexity of all the methods applicable to the model.
We now describe each of the counting methods. A message is denoted m(i, j, k), where i is the identifier of the sending process p i , j is an integer in [0, s − 1], and k is an integer. We let * be a "don't care" value. The port for a port process i is denoted y i . In an MP model, y i denotes process i's buffer of incoming messages. 
Step time (ST)
In describing the methods, we use a subroutine called broadcast as a generic operator for communication. In MP models, broadcast is accomplished by having each process send a message to all the processes, including itself. In specifying the algorithm for counting, we use a message format with three fields, m(i, j, k), where i indicates the identifier of the process sending the message; j is the session number that process i is currently in; and k is an integer used as a local variable in the algorithm. When marked with * , the field denotes "don't care" (i.e., a message with any value on that field).
We now explain how to achieve a broadcast in an SM model. Recall that at most a processes can access any specific shared variable. We conceptually organize the processes and shared variables into a tree with Θ(log n) levels. In order for a port process to broadcast information to all other port processes, the information travels up the tree to the root and then down from the root to all the leaves. See Appendix A for more details.
Explicit communication (EC).
The EC method (see Figure 4 .1), originally presented and analyzed in [3] for the asynchronous SM model, and in [5] for the asynchronous MP model, does not require any timing information to solve the (s, n)-session problem. It can be used in any timing model because the correctness of the method does not depend on specific step time or message delay. The basic intuition for the method is that since it does not use any timing information, a process relies only on communication with other processes at every session to recognize that there is one session. Each process executes one port event, broad- casts the fact to every process at each step, and repeats this step until it hears that every process has executed another port event. Then it increments session. It performs these steps s − 1 times. Then, after it executes one additional port event, it enters an idle state. Figure 4. 2), originally presented and analyzed in [5] for the semisynchronous model, requires information about the maximum and minimum step times (c 2 and c 1 ). For convenience of presentation, we assume that c 2 is divisible by c 1 . This method can also be used for both an SM model and an MP model.
Step time (ST). The ST method (see
In this method, processes use timing information about relative step times to determine when a session occurs. Each process executes c2 c1 port events. During this interval, at least c2 c1 · c 1 = c 2 time elapses, since c 1 is the minimum step time. Since every process performs at least one port event within time c 2 (since c 2 is the maximum step time), at least one session has occurred by the time that the process finishes c2 c1 port events. Each process repeats the above procedure s − 1 times. After it executes one additional port event, it enters an idle state. 
Combination 1 (CB1).
The CB1 method (see Figure 4. 3) requires information about the minimum step time (c 1 ) and the minimum and maximum message delays (d 1 and d 2 ) . For convenience of presentation, we assume that
The correctness of this method relies on the following observation. If a process p i receives a message m from a process p j at time t, then the message must have been sent no later than t − d 1 , because it takes at least d 1 time for a message to be delivered. All the messages received by p i after t + d 2 − d 1 must have been sent after m was, because it takes at most d 2 time for a message to be delivered. Based on this idea, each process broadcasts a message at every step. (1) When a process initially receives one message from every process, it recognizes there is one session because each process must have taken one step to send the message. steps, using the known minimum step time (c 1 ) (i.e., when a process takes u c1 local steps, at least u time is guaranteed to be elapsed).
Each process performs the second procedure s − 2 times. Then it enters an idle state after taking an additional step. The running time of CB1 is ( c2 c1 u + u + 2c 2 )(s − 2)+d 2 +3c 2 , as we now explain. It takes at most u c1 ·c 2 time to count u c1 steps, at most u + 2c 2 time for a process to receive another set of message after it recognizes there was a session, at most d 2 + 2c 2 time to receive the initial set of messages, and finally one more step to accomplish the last session. The detailed proof of the following theorem can be found in Appendix A. 
Message delay (MD).
The MD method (see Figure 4 .4) requires information about the lower bound d 1 and upper bound d 2 on message delay. MD differs from CB1 only in one way: a process recognizes that time u has elapsed by counting the number of times that a certain message is being passed between two processes, using the known minimum message delay. For example, when a process p i broadcasts a message at time t, the message is received by p j no earlier than time t + d 1 . So if the message is passed between them (or any process because of the minimum message delay) more than u/d 1 times, then we know at least u time has elapsed. The running time of MD is equal to that of CB1 with the least d 1 time has passed between the send and receive. In addition, because of the known maximum step time, it is possible to estimate how many steps a process takes within time d 1 (at least d1 c2 steps). Therefore, a process can deduce that if it receives a message sent after the last session, there have been at least d1 c2 sessions after that last session.
We can inductively apply the above argument starting from session 0. Initially, a process starts by sending a message to all, and as soon as it receives a message from all other processes, it knows that there are at least d1 c2 sessions in the computation. It increments its counter by d1 c2 and sends another message piggybacking the value of that counter. If it receives a message with a counter x, it knows that there are at least x + d1 c2 sessions. Then it updates its counter to x + d1 c2 and sends another message with the value of that counter. It continues the above until its counter is larger than s − 1. Then it takes one more step and enters an idle state.
The detailed proof of the following theorem can be found in Appendix A. 
Shared memory results.
In this section, we show that the upper bounds we presented in section 4 for the SM models are asymptotically tight by obtaining the matching lower bounds. We use Theorem 3.1 to obtain the lower bounds. To prove a given lower bound for an SM model, we simply check whether there exist c, c 1 , and c 2 that satisfy SC1, SC2, and SC3.
Counting with EC.
Suppose that only EC is used. The resulting upper bound is (s − 1) · c 2 · Θ(log n).
We now show that this bound is asymptotically tight. In particular, we show that if either c 1 or c 2 (or both) is unknown, then the lower bound is (s − 1) · c 2 · log a n.
, there exists no algorithm that solves the (s, n)-session problem within time less than (s − 1) · c 2 · log a n.
Proof. Let c = c 2 / log a n. Let c 1 be some constant less than or equal to c 2 . Let c 2 = c 2 . Let f (x, y) = y · log a n.
As c 1 ≤ c 2 and B = f (c 1 , c 2 ) = c 2 · log a n, SC1 is satisfied. 
Proof. Let c = 2 · c 1 . Let c 1 = c 1 . Let c 2 be some constant greater than or equal to c 1 . Let f (x, y) = y · log a n.
As B = f (c 1 , c 2 ) = c 2 · log a n, SC1 is satisfied. As , log a n} ≤ c 2 ·log a n. SC2 holds be-
Message passing results.
In this section, we show that the upper bounds we presented in section 4 for the MP models are asymptotically tight by obtaining the matching lower bounds. We use Theorem 3.1 to obtain the lower bounds. To prove a given lower bound for an MP model, we simply check whether there exist c, c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , and d 2 that satisfy MC1 through MC5.
Counting with EC. The use of EC alone in an MP model gives an upper bound of (s
We show that if no other method can be used, then this bound is asymptotically tight. The models that allow the use of EC only are models 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, and 10. Using corollaries to Theorem 3.1, we show that the lower bounds for models 5, 9, and 10 are (s − 1) · d 2 . The result for model 5 implies the same lower bound for models 1 and 4 (since 1 and 4 have less timing information than model 5). The result for model 10 implies the same lower bound for models 2 and 8. The result for model 1 implies the same lower bound for model 0. Proof. Let c = 2c 
MC3 and MC5 are not considered because c 2 and d 2 are unknown.
Counting with EC and ST bounds.
If both methods EC and ST can be used, the resulting algorithm gives an upper bound of (s
We show that this bound is asymptotically tight if no other methods can be used and the following is true:
• c 2 ≤ d 2 . The models that allow the use of EC and ST alone are models 12 and 13. We prove a corollary to Theorem 3.1 for model 13, which implies the same lower bound for model 12. 
For MC5, we need to show that (d 2 + B)
MC4 is not considered because d 1 is unknown.
Counting with EC and MD.
Suppose methods EC and MD are used. The only model that can use these two methods alone is model 3 (M[?, ?, d 1 , d 2 ] ). The resulting asymptotic upper bound on the per-session cost is min{d 2 ,
We now argue that this bound is asymptotically tight if no other method can be used. First note that if the 2c 2 term in the MD cost dominates the d2 d1 u term, then the upper bound is Θ(c 2 ) per session, which is obviously tight. Thus we ignore the 2c 2 term.
Corollary 6.8 in section 6.7 below shows that the lower bound for model 11
Since model 3 is weaker than model 11, the same lower bound holds for model 3.
( We now show this bound is asymptotically tight if • 2c 2 ≤ 3d 1 . Under this assumption, the CB2 term, 
By the assumption that
MC4 holds because c 2 ≤
MC2 and MC5 are not considered because c 1 and d 2 are unknown.
Counting with EC, ST, and CB2.
If methods EC, ST, and CB2 are used, the resulting asymptotic upper bound on the per-session cost is min{d 2 ,
· c 2 }. The only model in which exactly these methods can be used is model 14 (M[c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , ?]) .
We now argue that this bound is asymptotically tight if no other method can be used, assuming For  M[c 1 , c 2 , d 1 , ?], there exists no algorithm that solves the (s, n) 
Proof. By the hypothesis of the corollary,
3y x}. We show that they satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. MC5 is not considered since d 2 is unknown.
Note
and thus c = 2c
For MC4,
because of (6.1) = d 1 . 
3d2 u}, and since c 2 ≤ 
This quantity is greater than or equal to
MC2 is not considered because c 1 is unknown. Corollary 6.8 below proves that the lower bound for model 11 is (s − 1) · d2 d2+d1 u. We now show this bound is asymptotically tight. As in section 6.3, we ignore the 2c 2 term in the MD and CB1 expressions. 
MC2 is satisfied because
MC3 is not considered because c 2 is not known. u}. Note that in this case, by the hypothesis of the corollary, the following are true:
We show that they satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1.
because of (6.4). For MC4,
because of (6.5).
7. Conclusion and discussion. This paper concerns timing models in distributed systems that lie between the synchronous and asynchronous models. Four timing parameters are considered: the maximum and minimum process step times and message delays. Timing models are obtained by considering independently whether each parameter is known (i.e., is hard-wired into the processes' code) or unknown, giving rise to four SM models and 16 MP models.
The session problem is an abstraction of synchronization problems in distributed systems. It has been used as a test case to demonstrate the differences in the time needed to solve problems in various timing models, for both SM and MP systems. In this paper, we continue to use the session problem to compare quantitatively a family of models in which various parameters are either known or unknown.
For each unknown parameter model, we obtain an asymptotically tight time complexity bound on the session problem. Two of the algorithms were previously known, while the other three are new. We categorize the algorithms in terms of "ways to count." The intuition is that processes must have some way to count the passage of other processes' steps in order to "know" when a session has occurred. Our matching lower and upper bounds indicate that the algorithms are the optimal ways to count and allow us to construct a lattice of timing models in terms of the counting algorithms that are applicable to a model (cf. Figure 1.1) . This hierarchy confirms the common belief that as a model has more timing knowledge, it behaves more like the synchronous model.
All but one of our lower bound results are new and all of them are obtained by one modular lower bound proof. The lower bound technique combines those of [3] for the asynchronous model in the SM system and [5] for the asynchronous and semisynchronous models in the MP systems. Our technique identifies one sufficient condition for a lower bound in a timing model to hold in solving the (s, n)-session problem and is applicable to every unknown parameter model as well as to those models previously studied for the session problem.
For several unknown parameter models, we were not able to show the lower bound without making some assumptions about the timing parameters. It will be interesting to develop a new lower bound technique that can show either the same or tighter lower bounds without such assumptions.
It will be also interesting to see whether our modular lower bound proof technique can be applied to show lower bounds for other distributed computing problems, such as the mutual exclusion problem and the dining philosophers problem, in many different timing models.
every process takes at least one step, and thus every relay process other than the root passes the message up to its parent. Likewise, it takes additional c 2 · ( log a−1 n + 1) time for the message at the root to be relayed down to a leaf node in the tree (the one additional c 2 is for the root to move the message from its up to its down). Thus, the broadcast is accomplished in c 2 · Θ(log a−1 n) time. A similar tree network is mentioned in [3] .
When we say broadcast in the SM model, it implies all of the interactions between processes in the tree network that are needed to accomplish the broadcasting. We only describe the role of port processes in an algorithm and assume that broadcast encapsulates the interactions among port processes and other processes which participate in the tree-network communication. In addition, we use the term "step" interchangeably with "port step"; when necessary, we make the proper distinction. Proof. Consider an arbitrary admissible timed computation C of technique CB1. For each k, 0 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, let p i k be the first process that sets its session variable to k in C. To increment session, a process must receive a set of messages that satisfy condition 1 in Figure 4 .3. Let M k be the set of messages received by p i k that cause p i k to set session i k to k (M 0 is the empty set); let m k be the message which is sent last among M k (if there is a tie, choose an arbitrary message among them).
Lemma B.2. Let π be the step which sends m k . There are at least k sessions by the time that π occurs in C.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. For the basis, when k = 0, it is always true that there are at least 0 sessions in C.
Inductively when k > 0, assuming the lemma is true for k − 1, we show that when π occurs, there are at least k sessions.
Let τ be the step that sends m k−1 and let σ be the step in which p i k−1 sets session i k−1 to k − 1. Such a step exists because session i k−1 is always incremented by 1. For p i k−1 to update session i k−1 , condition 1 in Figure 4 .3 must hold.
Let t be the time when τ occurs and t be the time when σ occurs. The message m k−1 must arrive at buf i k−1 at time between [t+d 1 , t+d 2 ] because of the bounds on message delays. Thus, t − t ≥ d 1 because σ occurs after p i k−1 receives m k−1 . Note that count in the algorithm is reset whenever session is updated. Let t be the time that p i k sets session i k to k. From the code, because condition 1 should be true before session is updated, count i k must equal to B at time t . Thus, when count i k is equal to B, at least B · c 1 time has elapsed since time t because t is the time that session is updated to k − 1 for the first time in computation C and count i k must be reinitialized after time t. Thus, t ≥ t + Bc
Therefore, the difference between times t and t is bigger than d 2 . Thus, all messages received at time t or later must be sent after time t, at which time there were k − 1 sessions by the inductive assumption. Since at least one message is sent by each process after time t, there must be at least one additional step by all processes between time t and the time π occurs. Therefore, there are at least k sessions by the time π occurs.
From Lemma B.2, it follows that there are at least s − 1 sessions at the time that m s−1 is sent. All processes will eventually set their session's to s − 1. Since all processes take additional steps after there are at least s − 1 sessions (to receive a message), there are at least s sessions in C. Thus the algorithm is correct.
We now calculate the running time of the algorithm. We define for each k, 2 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, T k = max{t : p i sets session i to k at time t in C for all p i ∈ R}. T k is the latest time that a process sets session to k.
Lemma B.3. For each k, 2 ≤ k ≤ s − 1, T k+1 ≤ T k + c2 c1 u + u + 2c 2 . Proof. After a process p i sets session i to k, it takes at most u c1 c 2 time for count to be bigger than B. Then it takes at most ∆ time additionally for condition 1 to be true (i.e., for at least one message from every process to be received after count becomes bigger than B). We prove that ∆ ≤ u + 2c 2 .
Let m 1 be the message that is received from process p j by p i just before condition 1 becomes true in p i (i.e., p i has waited u c1 c 2 time). Message m 1 exists because condition 1 becomes true only if there are enough messages in msgs, which is emptied only after condition 1 becomes true. Let t be the time that m 1 is sent. p j must broadcast another message m 2 within t + c 2 to process i because according to the code, all processes broadcast a message at every step. m 2 will be delivered to buf i by time t + c 2 + d 2 (because it takes at most d 2 delay for a message to arrive at a buffer) and be received by time t + 2c 2 + d 2 (because it takes at most c 2 time for a process to take a step).
Process p i will receive m 1 at time bigger than or equal to t + d 1 because it is sent at time t and it takes at least d 1 time delay for a message to arrive at a buffer. Since process i receives m 2 by time t + 2c 2 + d 2 , the maximum time difference between the time that process i receives m 1 and the time that it receives m 2 is (t + 2c 2 + d 2 ) − (t + d 1 ) = d 2 − d 1 + 2c 1 = u + 2c 2 . Therefore, ∆ = u + 2c 2 .
By the algorithm, initially it takes at most d 2 + 2c 2 time to receive at least one message from all processes in order to accomplish the first session. Therefore T 1 = d 2 + 2c 1 . Using Lemma B.3, T s−1 , which is the latest time that a process sets session to s − 1, is at most (s − 2) · ( Proof. MD differs from CB1 only in the way that count is incremented and in that B is set to u/d 1 . The rest of the code is the same. The correctness proof is similar to that of technique CB1.
Since count and B affect condition (count ≥ B) in the code, we only need to prove that when B < count, at least time u has passed since the last time session was incremented. count is incremented to k only when a process receives m(j, session, k − 1) for any j and for some value of session. When we apply this argument inductively, we prove that there must be a chain of processes p i1 , p i2 , . . . , p i k , where p ir receives m(i r−1 , session, r − 1) from p ir−1 . Thus, when count is B, at least time Bd 1 = d 2 − d 1 = u has passed after p i1 sent m(i 1 , session, 1) because it takes at least d 1 message delay for a message to be received after it is sent.
For time complexity, it takes at most time d 2 +c 2 for p i k to receive m(i k−1 , session, k − 1) after p i k−1 receives m(i k−2 , session, k − 2). Therefore, for count to be bigger than or equal to B, it takes at most B(d 2 + c 2 ). After that, for condition 1 in the code to be true it takes at most (u + 2c 2 ), as proved in the proof of Lemma B.3. Therefore, the running time of technique MD is (s − 2) · ( Proof. count is incremented to k only when a process receives m(j, * , k−1) for any j. When we apply this argument inductively, we prove that there must be a chain of processes p i1 , p i2 , . . . , p i k , where p ir receives m(i r−1 ,  * , r − 1 − 1)d 1 has passed after p i1 sent m(i 1 ,  * , 1) because it takes at least d 1 message delay for a message to be received after it is sent. Thus, when count > B, at least time c 2 (s − 1) has passed since the start of the computation. The theorem follows.
